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What You Didn’t Know

You Didn’t Know

About Zoo Conservation

Jayne Owen Parker, Ph.D., Editor

We guess that most of our readers consider the
Zoo from their personal point of view. That
view likely considers the Zoo a friendly and fun
destination point. Many of our patrons see the
Zoo as a lighthearted mix of play and learning.
And therein lies a possible explanation for the
somewhat vague awareness many guests have
about the extent and impact of the Zoo’s local
and international conservation initiatives.
Because the Zoo can be so much fun, it’s easy
for guests to overlook the serious conservation
work achieved by Zoo staff. Even guests who

hold a deeper-than-average interest in wildlife
protection may breeze through the Park without
noticing the breadth of the Zoo’s involvement in
conservation projects.
Some of this oversight may stem from the
common misperception that zoo conservation
equates to breeding endangered species and
releasing their offspring into the wild. Once
guests adopt this frame of reference, they may
not notice the nitty-gritty, roll-up-your-sleevesand-sweat work zoos undertake to protect animals and plants living in the wild.

VALERIE ABBOTT

To Breed or Not to Breed? Not the Best Question!
While zoo breed-and-release programs preserve
important assurance populations of rare species, these programs represent only one of many
ways that zoos cooperate to protect and conserve
wild animals. Good breeding ensures that a
species can persist into the future but does not
address the root causes for its decline. Breeding
programs seem more prevalent than they are

because of the feel-good publicity they garner. It
helps, too, that they seem like straightforward,
easy fixes for disappearing species.
Protecting and conserving an endangered
species begins with ensuring that its population
remains large enough to be self-sustaining. But,
quintessential conservation also addresses the
factors driving a population’s decline. The best
Summer 2022 :: 3

protection for a species’ future is a healthy, safe
wild habitat. But, suitable, healthy habitats don’t
grow on trees. It can be difficult to find and
secure a healthy swath of land that is available
and suitable for restoring a damaged species.
Granted, several high-profile zoo reproduction programs have resurrected a few species
from almost certain extinction. Without zoos,
American Bison, Black-footed Ferrets, American Red Wolves, Speke’s Gazelles, California
Condors, and other species would exist only in

picture books and dioramas today.
That said, breed-and-release programs are
essential, especially for animals with small
populations. But, these programs require a lot
of time, money, and expertise, and they can
save only one species at a time. With thousands
of species already racing toward extinction,
conservation programs also need to scale up to
protect entire habitats and biological communities to keep from losing ground.

Assessing the Scale and Scope of Zoo Conservation
For nearly three decades, Zoo staff has trudged
into the field and around the globe to help
local communities protect their wildlife and
biological wealth. Because we lack space to
discuss all these programs, we invite interested

BY USFWS MOUNTAIN PRAIRIE BLACK-FOOTED FERRET UPLOADED BY
MARIOMASSONE, PUBLIC DOMAIN,
HTTPS://COMMONS.WIKIMEDIA.ORG/
W/INDEX.PHP?CURID=19005805
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readers to visit the Zoo Society’s webpage to
download the North Carolina Zoo’s Conservation and Research Annual Report. This report
is available at https://nczoo.com/support-conservation-and-research/ and provides detailed
information on the Zoo’s extensive programs.
Currently, the Zoo invests more than a million dollars annually to sustain its programs.
Grants and donations to the North Carolina
Zoo Society provide the bulk of this funding,
which supports conservation programs operating in more than 15 foreign countries and four
North American sites.
While most of these initiatives target specific
animal species, the crux of their impact benefits
multiple species, including people, plants, and
a range of non-charismatic, often inconspicuous animals. In all cases, the Zoo contributes
staff and funds to operate these programs and
always enters them with the intent of investing
years of service at each location.
Another hallmark of the Zoo’s conservation programs is a commitment to work with
communities to build consensus and strengthen
local economies. The Zoo collaborates with
more than 90 partners—non-profits, government agencies, academic institutions, and other
zoos—in the 20 countries that house Zoo-based
conservation programs.
A common thread connecting these programs is the use of SMART technology to plan
and evaluate conservation strategies at each
location. SMART (an acronym for “Spatial
Monitoring and Reporting Tool”) programs
equip and train rangers and managers to use
rugged smartphones and an intuitive software
system to record and analyze threats encountered during patrols. Because these data are
easily shared, conservation teams can use the

information to recognize and address threats
quickly. The Zoo, working with other large con-

servation groups, helped develop this SMART
system.

A Short Sampling of the Zoo’s Conservation Commitments
Target Species: Cross River Gorilla
Location: Nigeria
The world’s last remaining Cross River Gorillas
live in a shrinking biodiversity hot spot along
Nigeria’s border with Cameroon. Poaching and
habitat loss have reduced this gorilla’s population to around 300 individuals —making it
Africa’s rarest ape.
Over the years, Zoo staff has collaborated
with the Wildlife Conservation Society-Nigeria
to equip and train staff with SMART technology—a change that has produced a 67 percent
increase in patrol efficiencies and a 71 percent
decline in hunting pressure inside the protected
area. Rangers have also documented population
increases among other species inside the study
area. The region’s success in protecting these
rare gorillas has led to the site’s recognition
as a global leader and role model for SMART
technology.
Target Species: Lions, Elephants
Location: Nigeria, Yankari Game
Reserve
Yankari Game Reserve supports Nigeria’s last
remaining populations of lions and elephants
and a host of other less well-known wildlife
species. Zoo staff helped equip and train Yankari staff with SMART technology in May 2015.
Since adopting and using the data provided by
SMART, park rangers have successfully prevented poachers from killing even one elephant
inside the park.
These improved ranger patrols have reduced
the frequency of non-elephant poaching incidents too. Consequently, SMART surveys are
documenting population increases for many
species living in the park.

Working with many partners, especially the
non-profit Panthera, Zoo staff has relentlessly
carried SMART’s anti-poaching programs
into 14 critical national
parks and
protected areas
in Zambia,
Zimbabwe,
and Namibia.
Increasing the
success and
efficiency of
ranger patrols
in these areas
has increased
poacher arrests
and afforded
improved protection to all the wildlife living in these areas.
For example, since implementing SMART in
2018, Kafue National Park (Zambia) has documented a 27 percent increase in poacher arrests
and a 73 percent increase in predator sightings.

Target Species: Lions, Leopards,
Wild Dogs, and Cheetahs
Locations: Zambia, Zimbabwe,
Namibia
Population declines threaten the survival of all
of Africa’s big, bold predators. Poaching underlies many of these losses, but retaliatory poisonings and declining prey populations impact
predators, too.
Summer 2022 :: 5

Target Species: Chimpanzees
Location: Uganda
Kibale National Park maintains one of East
Africa’s largest remaining strongholds for
Chimpanzees. Dense forests blanket much of
the park and support a vast array of wildlife.
Inside the park, poachers capture wildlife by
setting snares in the dense vegetation. The
horrific extent of this practice is evident from
the damage it inflicts. Fully a third of the park’s
Chimpanzees bear scars from snare-related
injuries.
In 2010, park officials partnered with the
non-profit Ngogo Chimpanzee Project to hire
a three-person team to remove snares from the
park. This intervention proved so successful
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that the Zoo entered into a partnership in 2012
that helps fund five three-person teams that
regularly comb the park to confiscate snares
hidden inside. Between 2010 and 2019, these
teams removed 3,600 snares.
Target Species: Elephants
Locations: Central and Western Africa
eplace with
In 1998, the Zoo initiated its first long-term
international conservation program by partnering with World Wildlife-Cameroon to protect
elephants from poachers and prevent people
and elephants from clashing over access to
crops. This intervention relied on regular visits
from Zoo veterinarians, who traveled to Cameroon to attach satellite-tracking collars
to wild elephants. The collars tracked the
elephants’ locations and movements in
real-time, allowing rangers to divert herds
from potential conflict areas and to define
essential migration routes used by the study
herds.
The success of this approach led Zoo staff
to initiate similar projects in Nigeria and,
later, in Cote D’Ivoire. Presently, the Zoo
is partnering with several agencies in Cote
D’Ivoire to continue this project.
Target Species: African Vultures
Location: Tanzania
Since 2013, Zoo staff has partnered with
wildlife officials in and around Ruaha and
Nyerere National parks to protect the area’s
rapidly declining vulture populations.
Seven out of Africa’s ten vulture species are
considered Endangered or Critically Endangered. Most of the losses relate to illegal
poisonings. Farmers and herders pepper
livestock carcasses with poison to kill lions,
hyenas, and other predators that might have
killed the animal.
This program uses lightweight satellite
tracking equipment to follow the activities
of vultures drafted into the program. This
equipment provides location information
on study vultures and alerts conservation
team members to potential poisoning
events. Rangers are trained to treat vultures
exposed to these poisons. To date, Zoo staff
has tagged 45 vultures, and, since February
2018, has seen a decline in vulture death
rates from poisonings.

SHUTTERSTOCK

And That’s Not All!
Zoo staff also leads and contributes to
several more international conservation programs, working with various
partners protecting Black and White
rhinoceros in Namibia, Africa’s Red
Colobus Monkeys, Giraffes in Tanza-

nia, and critically endangered birds
species in the Mariana Islands. Readers can find information on these and
other projects in the Zoo’s Conservation Annual Report posted on the Zoo
Society’s website.

Zoo Conservation Invests in People
The Zoo believes that well-grounded
educational programs hold the key to
improving people’s lives and protecting the Earth for future generations.
Nowhere is this philosophy more evident than in the Zoo’s commitment to
UNITE, a community-based environmental education program established
more than 17 years ago.
Set in and around Kibale National
Park, Uganda, the program works with
local teachers to improve their skills
as environmental educators and as
stewards of the environment. Kibale
adjoins Queen Elizabeth National
Park. Together they form a continuous
forest corridor that is critically important to the survival of Lions, Leopards,
Elephants, Chimpanzees, and the
highly endangered Ashy Red Colobus
Monkey.
UNITE employs four Ugandans
who work year-round to support the
environmental education needs of 28
nearby schools. In addition to helping teachers incorporate important
environmental topics into their classes,
these employees help local communities adopt sustainable practices that

will improve the health and economic
wellbeing of local families.
Over the years, UNITE has reached
9,200 students and their families.
These contacts have resulted in the
construction of 45 working beehives
and 530 fuel-efficient stoves. Additionally, UNITE families have planted
105 vegetable gardens and 225 banana
plants.
Saving Animals From
Extinction (SAFE)—
Collaborative Zoo & Field
Program
The Association of Zoos and Aquariums manages SAFE (Saving Animals
From Extinction), an umbrella program that fosters collaborations among
zoos that care for endangered and
rare species inside their facilities. The
North Carolina Zoo leads or shares
leadership roles for SAFE programs for
African Vultures, the American Red
Wolf, and Asian Hornbills. The Zoo
actively participates in SAFE programs
for Black Rhinoceros, Chimpanzees,
Giraffes, Gorillas, Monarch Butterflies,
and North America Songbirds.
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Zoo Breed and Release Programs for Rare and Endangered Species
The Zoo manages several breed-and-release programs for rare and endangered animals, including three amphibian and two reptile species.
The Zoo has been successful in breeding these
animals, all of which have suitable wild habitats
available for their resettlement.
Boas: The Zoo’s herpetology and veterinary
staffs have joined forces to support restoration
programs for two species of boas, the Virgin
Islands Boa and the very rare Silver Boa which
is native to the Bahamas. The veterinary staff
goes into the field to conduct health exams on
snakes selected to participate in the Zoo’s breeding programs. Animal Section staff oversees
the breeding programs and the snakes’ releases.
The Animal Section also manages “assurance
populations” for these species so that healthy
populations will be available for future releases
if unanticipated problems hamper the recovery
process.
Puerto Rican Crested Toads: Since 2015,
the Zoo has been breeding Puerto Rican Crested
Toads and releasing young toads on their native
island. Because only two of the toads’ natural
breeding ponds still exist on the island, the Zoo
has partnered with several Puerto Rican and

AZA groups to build two new ponds that meet
the toads’ breeding requirements. These ponds
became available to the toads in 2017 and have
been active breeding sites for these toads ever
since.
8 :: NCZoo.com

Gopher Frogs and Ornate Chorus
Frogs: These frogs are exquisitely adapted to
live in Longleaf Pine Forests. Both species are
listed as endangered in North Carolina, and
both breed in ephemeral wetlands that form
during winter rains.

For several years, the Zoo, working with the
North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission, has gone into the field to survey frog egg
masses and collect a few eggs from each batch to
supply a head-starting program at the Zoo.
Zoo staff watches over the eggs as they
mature into tadpoles and eventually small
frogs. Once they’ve morphed, staff marks and
measures each and transports the whole lot
back into the wild. Sequestering the frogs as
they mature keeps them safe from predators
and the whims of bad weather, so each has a
better-than-average chance to reach adulthood.
While the Zoo releases many of these young
frogs in historic breeding sites, it also places a
few in recently restored wetlands with the hope
of expanding the frogs’ range.
Hellbenders: North Carolina is the Salamander Capital of the World. More salamander
species live inside our borders than anywhere
else. Unfortunately, like most of the world’s
amphibians, many of these species are suffering
population declines.
One of these declining species is the Eastern Hellbender, a giant, brown salamander
also known affectionately as the “Snot Otter.”
Hellbenders live in clear, clean, cool, and fast
moving, well-oxygenated mountain rivers and
streams. Their dependence on these pristine

waterways makes them vulnerable to water
pollution.
Consequently, development, climate change,
run off and other environmental changes wreak
havoc on their populations, and most of North
Carolina’s hellbender populations are in decline.
Working in concert with the state’s wildlife
resources commission to bolster Hellbender

populations, Zoo staff has been placing artificial
nest boxes in streams known to have hellbender
populations. Researchers hope these sturdy
boxes will offer additional protection to
Hellbenders’ eggs and will improve the animals’
reproductive success. Staff is monitoring Hellbender populations in study areas to evaluate
the effectiveness of the boxes.

Other Ways the Zoo Supports Conservation
Raising Money: The American Association
of Zoo Keepers is a non-profit, volunteer-led
organization for professional zookeepers and
other interested individuals. The North Carolina
Chapter of the Association holds several annual
events to raise funds to help endangered species.
Bowling for Rhinos is their primary fundraiser.
Money from this event is given to Lewa Wildlife
Conservancy, the International Rhino Foundation, and Action for Cheetahs in Kenya. Bowling for Rhinos has raised more than $180,000
for these charities over the years.
Looking After Land: The Zoo’s 2,800 acre
makes it the world’s largest natural habitat zoo.
Within this acreage, Zoo animal habitats are
clustered inside a 500-acre stretch of the property. This arrangement leaves substantial land
available for future development and has also
allowed Zoo officials to identify and afford protection to large swaths of land that have exceptional geological, botanical, and wildlife value.
Included among these protected spaces is
Purgatory Mountain, a monadnock that belongs
to the family of ancient hills known locally as

the Uwharrie “mountain” range. Climbing
to an altitude of 900 feet, Purgatory claims the
highest point on the Zoo site.
Dotted with Chestnut Oaks, Hickory trees,
a few pines, and other typical trees, Purgatory
also cradles several rare, isolated upland pools
and seeps and spreads out to form a small
prairie that grows patches of the endangered
Schweinitz’s Sunflowers. Four public hiking
trails crisscross this protected space.
The Zoo also manages several protected areas
away from the site. One, a monadnock known
as Ridge’s Mountain Preserve, sits about 9 miles
west of Asheboro and covers approximately
280 acres. Considered important because of its
unusual soils, plants, and geological features,
this site also supports a healthy Marbled Salamander population that breeds in the site’s two
upland pools every spring.
Recently the Zoo Society purchased three
land parcels adjacent to the Zoo. This land will
provide natural buffers around the Park. The
Zoo will protect this land because it provides
important habitat and corridors for native
wildlife.
Summer 2022 :: 9

Your Zoo and the
American Red Wolf

The Zoo began

its relationship with the
American Red Wolf in 1995 when three of these rare
creatures took up residence in the Zoo’s newlyminted North American continental region. These
wolves arrived only after the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums (AZA®) gave its approval for the North
Carolina Zoo to join the Red Wolf Species Survival
Plan® that had been established in 1980. Then, as
now, this plan is the only barrier that stands between
this species and almost certain extinction.
For years now, the American Red Wolf has
laid claim to the distinction of being the rarest
species in the family of dogs or, more formally, “the Canids.” In the 70s, only 16 pure
Red Wolves were known to still survive in
the wild. Just as the bells began tolling for this remnant population, the
Endangered Species Act rose up to
breathe life and hope back into the
species. In what today seems like
a miracle, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service rounded up every known
wild Red Wolf and collaborated with
the Point Defiance Zoo, Washington,
to establish a founder breeding group
with these animals. As the wolves’
numbers multiplied, so did the number
of zoological institutions willing to help
with the recovery.
The North Carolina Zoo joined these
zoos when it welcomed its first wolves to the
site. Since then, the Zoo has seen one of its
Animal Management Supervisors, Chris Lasher,
become a world leader in the Red Wolf recovery program. He coordinates AZA’s Red Wolf Species Survival
Plan and founded the Red Wolf SAFE (Saving Animals
From Extinction) plan established in 2018. Under his leadership, the North Carolina Zoo has stepped up its efforts to breed
these rare animals and now houses the second largest breeding
group of Red Wolves in existence.
While efforts to reestablish this wolf in the wild have proved
challenging, the North Carolina Zoo remains committed to supporting AZA’s efforts to save this species from extinction. In this role,
the Zoo will continue to provide safe housing and excellent care for
its breeding group of Red Wolves. This group, which is spread out
among 11 different Zoo locations, will help ensure that a healthy,
genetically viable group of Red Wolves will be waiting in the wings
when the world is ready to welcome them back into the wild.
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A THANK YOUS B

Thank yous go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or more to the Society, 1/1/22–3/31/2022.
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Recovering A Recovery Program
Mark MacAllister, Zoo Society Conservation Officer*

M

ost wolf biologists know about the American
Red Wolf’s conservation history. In the early
1970s, the species’ wild population numbered
fewer than 20. And, they all languished in a barely
habitable stretch of brush along the Texas and
Louisiana border. When the Endangered Species
Act took effect in 1973, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service set out to save this species by capturing
every surviving wolf and collaborating with Point
Defiance Zoo (Washington) to breed the decimated species back from annihilation.
By 1987, this breeding population was large
enough for the Service to begin releasing a few of
these wolves into the wild. Most ended up in North
Carolina’s Alligator River National Wildlife refuge.
Since this endeavor was the Service’s first try at
restoring a wild canid, it is not surprising that the
early stage of the releases encountered problems.
Vehicle strikes, disease, and gunshots killed too
many naive wolves. Even so, enough wolves
survived to eventually found a wild pack. In the

best of times, a group of about 120 wild wolves
ranged through the area.
While most locals cheered or remained indifferent about the recovery, a few influential residents
resented the wolves and stoked considerable
controversy about the program. Red Wolf deaths
rose—especially from gunshots—and the Service
retreated from and finally abandoned the recovery
program. A series of hard-won lawsuits, several
shepherded by the nonprofit Red Wolf Coalition,
followed and forced the Service to comply with the
Endangered Species Act and resume efforts to
save the Red Wolf.
By then, only about ten wild-born wolves
remained in the recovery area, and none were
breeding. The last litter arrived in 2018. This loss
was devastating because wild births offer the best
hope for restoring wolves to the area. Pups raised
under human care cannot acquire the woodwisdom that wild mothers (biological or adopted)
teach to their young.
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Encouraging Signs

Recently, conservation groups, including the Red
Wolf Coalition, have begun to sense a welcome
change in the Wildlife Service’s commitment
to transparency and diligence in protecting the
American Red Wolf. Additionally, the issue of Red
Wolf recovery is shifting from a local to a national
concern. Growing public support for this canid
offers the best hope for convincing federal and
state governments to shape a more humane and
responsible future for these wolves.
The best news to date: In April 2022, a wild
American Red Wolf gave birth to six pups. Her
litter marked the end of a four-year hiatus in wild
wolf births and provided the strongest possible
indication that hope is on the horizon for this
embattled species. If the wild population is permitted—helped—to expand, these wolves have a
chance to make a real comeback.
*This article is adapted from a blog post written by Mark
MacAllister, who is also a Board Member of the Red
Wolf Coalition. Visit https://nczoo.com/society-staffblog-all-entries/ to read the entire post and learn more
details about efforts to support the wild American Red
Wolf population.
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Saying Goodbye to the Beloved Aviary
It really was a jungle in there!

Alive with brilliant birds and towering tropical plants, the Aviary
was always steamy, always lush, and always evocative of far-away
forests. Closing its doors feels like stepping away from a bit of paradise. We—staff and guests alike—will miss and mourn the loss of
this beloved tropical haven and its magnificent resident birds.

Aging Under Water

Now more than 40 years old, the R.J. Reynolds Tropical Forest Aviary
has fallen victim to the warm, humid climate it cradled so long under its
plexiglass dome. The water, heat, and sunlight that made the Aviary tropical
also did it in. These relentless atmospheric demons collaborated to rust,
erode, and weaken the Aviary’s foundation, roof, and beams.
So, the building’s 93 resident birds will have to be resettled in new
locations. Some will take flight in alternate habitats on the Zoo site. Others
will take up new homes in carefully-selected institutions that, like the North
Carolina Zoo, have been accredited by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums.

What Happens Now?
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The Zoo has no immediate plans to rebuild a similar Aviary. That said,
the Zoo will welcome several new bird species into its future Asian
continental region. And birds will always flutter about other areas
around the Zoo.
Our hearts go out to the dedicated bird and horticulture staff who
must cope with the loss of this iconic habitat and its inhabitants. This staff
breathed life into the building, keeping it green and restless with birds. We
want to thank these dedicated employees for the care they took in their work and
for leaving us with so many beautiful memories of the Zoo’s tropical paradise.

Dear Zoo Friend,
The Zoo is preparing to dish some dirt as it pushes forward in its quest to add an Asian and, later, an Australian continental region to the Park. This fall, backhoes and bulldozers will roll into the Zoo to begin laying
the groundwork for building Phase 1 of this expansion—Asia. When Asia is finished, this new 10-acre addition will be the wildest and most wonderful change that the Zoo has seen in years.
The Asian experience will begin when an exotic bridge entices guests down and onto a lush pathway that
meanders alongside Tigers, Komodo Dragons, Gibbons, and other species living in spacious natural habitats.
There will be play areas for children, too, including a sleep-over spot near some of the wildlife. Best of all,
this proposed new continent is just Phase 1 of a long-term, three-tiered plan to add habitats and wildlife from
Australia and, eventually, the Amazon Basin as well.
As Phase 1 of this expansion unfolds, natural habitats will spring up, and curators will refine their Asian
species selection lists. Alongside this work, staff will also continue planning for the Zoo’s next big thing—the
Phase 2 goal of adding an Australian region to the Park.
With strong financial support from the State of North Carolina and a growing list of individual, corporate,
and foundation donors, the Zoo is close to securing the funds it needs to build Asia and to flush out plans for
the proposed Australian addition. Only when Asia is completed and Australia is well on its way, will the Zoo
be ready to initiate Phase 3, adding an Amazonian exhibit to the Zoo.
For now, though, all eyes are on Asia and the construction work that should begin at the Zoo this fall. And, it
is that work that has prompted us to turn to you and our other loyal members and friends to help us keep this
momentum going.
We hope that you will add your name and your support to the list of donors who are already helping us carry
our plans forward. By making a gift now, you will help bring Tigers and Dragons into the Park, support our
efforts to add Australia to the mix, and pushing the Zoo closer to fulfilling its promise to bring a world of
wildlife and learning to North Carolina!
Thank you,
Cheryl Armstrong
Executive Director
NC Zoo Society

To make your donation, logon to
nczoo.com and select “Asia Expansion”
from the menu items listed under
“Give to the Zoo.”
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Tours and Programs in the Works
Public VIP ticket prices are $100 per person for North Carolina Zoo Society members. Add $15 per person for
non-members. Visit nczoo.com/vip-tours/ to learn about tour details or to purchase a tour online.
At the time of this writing, the Zoo requires ALL behind-the-scenes guests to wear masks. Until further notice,
guests—even fully vaccinated ones—must comply with this requirement to attend a program.

VIP (Very Important Patron) Tours of the Zoo

Please note: VIP Tours are not suitable for young children, and age restrictions vary among different tours. A paying
adult must accompany children younger than 17.

Quoted prices for public tours admit one North Carolina Zoo Society member. Add $15 to cover the cost of a
non-member VIP ticket. VIP prices do not cover general Zoo admission. Non-members must pay regular admission
fees to enter the Zoo.
Visit nczoo.com, “Extraordinary Experiences,” to purchase tours or read current details on programs and COVID
protocols.

PROPOSED TOUR DATES AND AGE REQUIREMENTS FOR PUBLIC BEHIND THE SCENES VIP TOURS*
All public tours occur on Saturdays between March 1 and October 31.
Black Bear New Tour Experience

1:30 p.m. Begins at Black Bear viewing. Minimum age: 10
Dates: June 4 July 23 September 17
October 29

Chimpanzees in Training Tour

Puffins & Polar Bears New Tour Experience for Adults
1:30 p.m. Group meets in front of Harbor Seal Habitat.
Minimum age: 12
Dates: June 25 August 27 October 1

3:00 p.m. Begins at the lower chimpanzee viewing area.
Minimum age: 12
Dates: June 18
August 13
October 8

Exclusive Desert Experiences — enjoy the place all
to yourself!
5:30 p.m. Begins at the desert entrance. Minimum age: 5
Dates: July 23
August 13
October 1

Elephants Up Close

1:30 p.m. Begins at Stedman Education Building.
Minimum age: 12
Dates: June 25
September 24
October 15

Giraffe Meet and Feed

5:30 p.m. Begins at lower giraffe viewing area.
Minimum age: 6
Dates: August 20
October 8

Gorillas’ Health Care & Training

1:15 p.m.Begins at main gorilla viewing area. Minimum age: 8
Dates: June 4
August 27 October 15

Puffins & Polar Bears: A Family Affair New Tour
Experience with Kids

1:30 p.m. Begins in front of Harbor Seal Habitat. Minimum
age: 5
Dates: July 30
September 17
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Rhinos—Close Enough To Touch!

10:30 a.m. - Begins in front of Stedman Education Building.
Minimum age: 8
Dates: June 4
September 24 October 8

for 2022*
PRIVATE BEHIND THE SCENES TOURS

All public VIP tours can be purchased as Private Tours that admit up to six people. Private tours are identical to public
tours but can be scheduled on any day of the week that is mutually agreeable to the buyer and the Zoo’s animal staff.
Zoo Society members pay $535 for a private tour. Nonmembers pay $575 for a private tour and become Zoo Society
Family Members when they purchase their tour. Visit nczoo.
com/vip-tours/ to learn about tour details or to buy a private tour
online. To purchase a public VIP tour or to arrange a Private
Behind-the-Scenes Tour, visit nczoo.com and choose the VIP
Tours menu option under “Extraordinary Experiences.”
This VIP tour is limited to Private Tour Experiences.

Bison & Elk: Plains Safari Tour

Limited to 4 people. $450 for Society members; $495 for
non-members.

NEW AFTER-HOURS PROGRAMS FOR 2022

Family Star Hike through the Zoo

Limited to 15 people. Fee $100 per person.
October 22
Bring kids as young as 10 and join us on a star walking safari
through the Park. Guides will point out constellations, share
binoculars for special star gazing, and help guests learn to use
their smartphones to conduct star safaris at home.

Family Wolf Howls
Limited to 20 people. Fee $100 each for members; $115
each for non-members.

September 10

Another night walk into the Park to listen for wolf howls and
learn about the Zoo’s magnificent Red Wolf pack and conservation programs.

African Sound Safaris 		

Limited to 20 people. Fee $100 each for members;
$115 each for non-members.
August 27

A night walk through the African continental region to listen for
lion and lemur calls as well as the sounds of other animals that
make noises in the night.

POLAR BEAR, BISON AND WOLF: VALERIE ABBOTT

COVID protocols prevent the Zoo Society from scheduling behind-the-scenes experiences in areas occupied by lions, cougars, or
* Currently,
otters. We will resume these tours when the Zoo’s veterinary staff determines that it is safe to do so.
The dates and contents of behind-the-scenes programs are still in flux because of the COVID-19 pandemic. If we must change a date or
cancel a program, we will place reserved guests in an alternate tour of their choice or provide them with a full refund. We will notify these
buyers of restored tour dates before posting them for public consumption.
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Good News!

Summer Hours Are Back!
And so are the Zoo’s special programs, including
the Kaleidoscope Butterfly Garden, the Carousel,
Kidzone, the Giraffe Feeding Deck and more. Visit
nczoo.org to learn more about these returning
offerings.

